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What is Humanitarian Mapping?
▪ McGowan (2020): “Humanitarian mapping requires participants to be both data 

users and data creators as they consult satellite images and GIS data to create 
and share maps.”

▪ “Means to teach data literacy and research data management competencies, with 
minimal coding or statistical expertise required.”

▪ In many parts of the world, with even the most basic geographic information, 
such as driving routes and medical service locations, are unavailable. 
Humanitarian mapping is here to change this reality.
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Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT)
▪ Hot is a leader providing resources and tools for volunteer mappers and training 

materials to guide the hosts of OpenStreetMapping parties

▪ HOT’s efforts produce free, updated maps that relief organizations, NGOs use to 
respond to disasters, political & economic crises

▪ HOT allows all participants to join a global community in supporting 
humanitarian causes and sustainable development goals by mapping and 
validating data
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HOT Missing Maps project
▪ Applies principles of open source: 

open exchange, collaborative 
participation, transparency, 
community-oriented development. 

▪ Open Data Sharing: information can 
be freely used, shared and built on by 
anyone for any purpose.

▪ Supports data literacy and research 
data management practices 
supported by University Libraries 
Data Services Group.
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Benefits of Humanitarian Mapping

▪ Big data project with a tangible 

deliverable that can be showcased 

on résumés and shared with 

potential employers.

▪ Gain digital literacy skills

▪ Act upon Seton Hall’s mission of 

servant leadership
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How to Sign-Up for OpenStreetMap
▪ Use this link to create your 

OpenStreetMap account

▪ Afterwards, create a HOT 
account 

▪ Start mapping and validating 
previously mapped areas!

▪ Don’t forget to hit “Submit 
task” once you finish
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Explore: https://tasks.hotosm.org/explore

▪ Through this link, you may search for ongoing projects that need volunteers
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https://tasks.hotosm.org/explore
https://tasks.hotosm.org/explore

Consider: 

• Problem project addresses
• Geography
• GIS skill level required

And how it maps to your 
course objectives or 
organizational mission
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Please reuse!

▪ We hope this presentation will help you launch Mapping Projects for use in your 

courses, student organizations for Servant Leadership Projects and Service Projects.

▪ Please use the information in this presentation with proper attribution to Bethany 

McGowan, Assistant Professor @PurdueLibraries for her important research about 

Humanitarian Mapping.

▪ Also, thank you to Francesca Giannetti, Digitial Humanities Librarian @RULibraries 

@rutgersdh for sharing information about #gisday #RUmapathon

#OSMGeoWeek2020.  Seton Hall Libraries plans to participate with Rutgers Libraries 

in 2021!
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Find us at: https://library.shu.edu/data-services

Email:  data.services@shu.edu

@ldeluca1101

More information about Data Services:

➢ Click here to schedule a 
Data Services 
Consultation
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